CTL
There was a (1 - -) onto the runway … by (2 -); one has been (3 -) however they are still looking for the
others. The Australian Federal Police has closed Brisbane airport (4 - - -), any further (5 -) I’ll pass on … on this
frequency.
CTL
American 9-36, I don’t know if you want to go back to the (6 -) or if you would just want to (7 - -) but the
airport is closed.
PIL
OK … any idea (8 - -), or … we’ll (9 -) with the company, but …
CTL
Yeah, we just got the (10 -) … I (11 -) they are going to have to (12 - ) the runways and taxiways, so … I don’t
really have an (13 -), I ‘m sure they’ll do the runway first, but I don’t really have an (13 -).
PIL
Ok … we’ll (14 - - -) to the company, we’ll (15 - - -).
ATIS Stafford regional airport will be closing at approximately (16 -) today in anticipation of the (17 -). Runway
15/33 are (18 -) closed. We anticipate them remaining closed until 27 January at approximately 1200 Z. It goes
without saying all (19 - -) are (20 -) as well. Everybody please be (21 -), we’ll see you when this is over.
CTL
We are ATC 0, we can’t provide any ( 22 - ) as of now due to ( 23 - - ) now in the tower. If you need to move,
the …, the ground frequency will be a ( 24 - - - ), so just announce what you are doing so everyone knows what they
are doing on the field but ( 25 - ) again, we cannot provide ( 22 - ) on the field and ( 26 - - - ).
PIL
Did you get a ( 27 - - ) there on the tower?
TWR Yes, we did.
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